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Modular is a powerful and inherently hierarchical concept in the human brain to process a
large variety of complex tasks. Converging evidence has shown several advantages to hier-
archically modular network organizations in the human brain such as interpretability and
evolvability of network function. Inspired by previous neuroscience studies, we propose
MNN-CH, a novel modular neural network that is constructed with explored category hier-
archy. The basic idea is learning to learn an optimized category hierarchy to decompose
complex patterns. And specific patterns are imposed into corresponding modules to realize
a transparent design of the neural network. Specifically, for a given classification task, each
class or superclass is first represented as a prototype. Afterward, the category hierarchy is
initially determined by investigating class similarity and gather similar ones to train each
branch neural network (i.e., modular) separately. Finally, an error-driven prototype learn-
ing is introduced to refine the category hierarchy by updating the class-superclass affilia-
tion. Experiment results on several image classification datasets show that our model has a
good performance, especially in complex tasks. Beyond, we conduct an analysis to illus-
trate the tree-manner interpretability of the modular neural network.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modularity is a fundamental feature of many complex systems [1], like human brains. For example, there are certain
groups of neurons in the visual cortex responding to specific functions [2]. And neurons within a minicolumn of cortical lay-
ers encode similar features [3]. Meanwhile, the segregation process of functional modules is discovered to promote network
efficiency and executive functions [4], which is highly related to advanced cognitive control functions. Inspired by neuro-
science studies, the modularity-based neural network (i.e., modular neural network) has been proposed and widely applied
in fuzzy system [5,6], reinforcement learning [7,8], visual question answering [9,10], etc. The idea of the modular neural net-
work is to split complex or overlapping patterns into sub-patterns, and each is learned by corresponding modules. In contrast
to traditional neural networks, the modular neural network focuses on decomposed simple patterns within modules and
conditionally activates different modules to handle various complex tasks. It thus is a potential way to be of many desirable
properties such as effectiveness and interpretability.
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From the structural perspective, the modular neural network which employs modules to capture hierarchical patterns
presents a tree-like information processing mechanism. It is a natural interpretable model in a tree manner, which is able
to offer global and local interpretability by the function-transparent structure and conditionally activated path of modules,
respectively. In terms of the functional aspect, each module focuses on specific simple sub-patterns, which results in a rea-
sonable classification hyperplane in its own sub-tasks. The local distinguishability can be properly combined to provide solu-
tions for global complex tasks. Therefore, the modular neural network is expected to be an effective model in the global task.
In the construction of a modular neural network, the key point is to properly decompose patterns and impose them on each
module.

To decompose task patterns, we adopt an intuitive instance-based constraint upon modules, in which a category hierar-
chy is constructed to model the sub-patterns. The basic hypothesis is that the representation of classes is similar since they
have similar patterns. Therefore, it captures hierarchical relationships of patterns by gathering classes with similar patterns
as a superclass. Previous works [11–13] employed some offline clustering methods to discover category hierarchy. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, mammals, marine organisms, and household goods contain similar patterns. These patterns are captured by
superclasses via collecting related classes and partially activated to jointly represent data during forwarding processing.
However, how to exploit a proper category hierarchy is still an open question.

In the paper, we propose to explore an effective category hierarchy with an error-driven prototype learning method for
modular neural network construction. In contrast to traditional offline clustering methods, the proposedmethod allows opti-
mizing the category hierarchy iteratively during the training process. Specifically, we introduce the prototype-based repre-
sentation for classes and superclasses, in which classes are first represented as prototypes. Then, we initialize the category
hierarchy by investigating class similarity based on prototypes and gather similar ones to represent patterns. Building upon
the error-driven prototype learning, the weights and the category hierarchy of the modular neural network are learned
simultaneously. In the decision-making phase, for a given test instance, the modules are partially activated according to
the correlation between the instance and patterns within modules to cooperate on the prediction. Therefore, once a sample
is predicted by the modular neural network, the prediction is interpreted directly by tracing the functional modules respond-
ing in the processing. Experiments on image datasets show superior classification accuracy of ours model to the related
methods, and the interpretability based on category hierarchy is demonstrated by interpretation analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes interpretation methods of neural networks, modular neu-
ral networks as interpretable neural networks, and category hierarchy discovery for modular neural network construction.
Section 3 introduces the architecture of the proposed model and category hierarchy fine-tuning. The experimental results
and interpretation analysis are provided in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related works

2.1. Interpretation methods of neural networks

Although the neural network model shows powerful performance in various areas, it suffers from doubts about black-box
prediction. Therefore, interpreting neural networks is having increasing attention. The taxonomy of network interpretability
consists of the post hoc and intrinsic ones. A post hoc interpretation applies methods to analyze the model after training. For
instance, the high-layer filter was visualized by maximizing the activation [14], and the convolutional neural network layer
was deconvoluted [15] for understanding. The network dissection method [16] labeled each neuron by comparing its recep-
tive field with manual annotations and was extended to a generative adversarial network to manipulate semantic patterns in
images [17]. A prediction for instances was interpreted by the activated location, which is obtained by weighted summation
of activation maps in the last convolution layer [18] or the gradient back-propagation [19]. Meanwhile, the model-intrinsic
interpretability is achieved by restricting the complexity of the machine learning model. The classical regularization meth-
ods are sparse coding [20] and low-rank constraints [21], decomposing and compressing overlapping representation. The
priors regularize the search space of the model and improve the performance in applications [22–24]. Apart from the con-
straint on single-layer representation, patterns can also be decomposed and expressed in a part of the model as a functional
module, i.e., the modular neural network in the study.
2.2. Modular neural network

According to where the constraint is imposed, the construction methods of the modular neural network are divided into
instance-based, feature-based, and model-based methods. The model-based way only adopts a structurally interpretable
model. For instance, the Mixture of Experts proposed by Hinton et al. [25] is the early work of modular neural networks.
It adopted a gating network to automatically assign instances to modules and competitive learning to make modules inde-
pendent. However, the search for pattern decomposition is unconstrained, and similar works include [26,27]. In contrast, the
feature-based method offers a constraint on features to ensure pattern decomposition properly. For instance, Zhang et al.
[28] proposed to regularize each filter in convolutional layers to respond to a local region. Meanwhile, a tree regularization
[29] was proposed to encourages the complex decision boundaries to be well-approximated by human-simulatable func-
tions. By reorganizing the last layer channels, the SEF algorithm [30] grouped semantic modules intuitively. Moreover,
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of category hierarchy construction and processing. Classes of the mammal, the marine organism, and the household are
supposed to be of similar patterns and aggregated to superclasses, respectively. Since a class may include multiple patterns, such as marine mammals, the
class sets of superclasses could be overlapping. The hierarchical relationship of classes and superclasses is called category hierarchy. When an image of a
lion is input, superclasses with related patterns, such as the face structure and the eye, would be activated and cooperate to predict the current instance.
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the hierarchical pattern decomposition has been applied in NLP and CV fields [31,24]. Complex patterns can be decomposed
by hierarchical task segmentation, which refers to the instance-based approach. The instance-based method is a transparent
design method to segment tasks and train modules with sub-tasks. For instance, in visual question answering [9,32] and
reinforcement learning tasks [8,33], splitting tasks and building module network improve the model performance. Neverthe-
less, the task segmentation in such works needs expert knowledge. In classification tasks, another idea to automatically
decompose a complex task is to cluster classes as superclasses, i.e. sub-tasks, and regularize modules with corresponding
instances. The hierarchical relationship between classes and superclasses is called category hierarchy. In the study, we pro-
pose a novel effective category hierarchy discovery method.
2.3. Category hierarchy discovery

The category hierarchy captures hierarchical relationships of patterns by gathering classes with similar patterns as a
superclass. In the exploration of category hierarchy, many interesting works have been put forward. The error-driven model
[11] employed the spectral clustering as the basis of splitting branches and the validation error as the criterion to determine
whether the current split is applicable. Meanwhile, the reconstruction error [34] from an individual auto-encoder of each
task set was used as a relevance measure in continual learning. HD-CNN [12] adopted spectral clustering to discover super-
classes, shared the low-level module of networks, and used overlapping superclass categories. Tree-CNN [13] introduced a
branching strategy based on the confusion probability of new tasks upon previous superclasses. The relationship between
classes could be captured by a confusion graph, and then, VT-CNN [35] built the visual tree by the community hierarchical
detection algorithm. The hierarchical cluster validity index (i.e., HCVI [36]) was proposed to evaluate the cluster results for a
proper category hierarchy. However, existing works consider the unsupervised category hierarchy discovery, which is no
guarantee for current tasks. Beyond clustering approaches, our study aims to discover a category hierarchy with an error-
driven prototype learning during the training.
3. Methodology

In this section, we demonstrate the modular neural network with category hierarchy exploring (i.e. MNN-CH). First, the
overall architecture of the proposed model and its forward process are introduced. Then, we show how to organize the cat-
egory hierarchy upon prototype-based representation. It decomposes complex patterns and guides the building of a modular
neural network. Finally, the overall model is optimized end to end and the corresponding pseudo code is given.
3.1. Modular neural network architecture

A modular neural network is constructed with hierarchical functional modules to perform an end-to-end classification.
Each module is an independent neural network and responds to a sub-task. An instance is predicted by corresponding branch
modules routed by the root module. Without loss of generality, we build a two-layer modular network in this study. The
structure (see Fig. 2) mainly consists of four parts: (i) the shared moduleMS that encodes low-level features, (ii) a single inde-
pendent component of the root module MI

0 that plays a role in routing, (iii) the category hierarchy described by the class-
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Fig. 2. The overview of the modular neural network via exploiting category hierarchy (MNN-CH). It consists of four parts, including the shared component
MS , a single independent component of root module MI

r , the category hierarchy indicated by class-superclass affiliation A, and multiple independent
components of branch neural networks MI

k; k 2 1; . . . ;Kf g. The model performs an end-to-end classification with discovered category hierarchy. And we
optimize model parameters and the category hierarchy alternatively with the gradients of losses.
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superclass affiliation A 2 RN�K , (iv) multiple independent components of branch modules MI
k; k ¼ 1; . . . ;Kf g, that present a

prediction of sub-tasks. Here, N and K are the number of classes and superclass, respectively. The shared module is reused
for the root and branch modules. Since the front layers focus on class-agnostic low-level features, the sharing strategy is ben-
eficial to reducing memory usage and computation consumption. Meanwhile, to simplify the model, the architecture of all
independent components keeps the same.

In the feedforward, an instance xi from the given dataset D is firstly fed into the shared module MS to extract low-level
features. The rest independent part of the root neural network MI

0 predicts the probability of each class Pc . Afterward, the
superclass probability is computed by the product of class probabilities and the class-superclass affiliation matrix A, namely
a mapping 1;N½ � ! 1;K½ �.
Ps ¼ Pc � A ð1Þ

Since the class set is overlapping, the sum of Ps for an instance may exceed 1, so an L1 normalization is applied. Then, the

low-level features from the shared module are diverted into the corresponding branch module(s) whose ps;ik > u. The thresh-

old value u is defined as a parametric variable u ¼ cKð Þ�1, where c is a parameter to be set. When the class sets of super-
classes are disjoint, the algorithm degenerates into a divide-and-conquer method, and instances are only predicted by the

branch that is of the maximum probability. In the overlapping setting, an instance xi is given a prediction y
�
i by averaging

the prediction of the activated related branch module(s).
y
�
i ¼ 1

jps;i: > uj
X

k2ps;i:>u

MI
k MS xið Þ
� �

ð2Þ
3.2. Prototype-based representation for category hierarchy

The category hierarchy captures sub-task patterns by corresponding class sets, guiding the construction of the instance-
based modular neural network. Intuitively, it builds a hierarchical relationship between classes and superclasses. A hypoth-
esis is that the representation of classes is similar since they have similar patterns. Classes with similar patterns are aggre-
gated as a superclass in the category hierarchy. Considering a class including multiple patterns, the class sets of superclasses
should be overlapping. In previous works, the discovery of category hierarchy is unsupervised, and it is uncertain whether
the pattern decomposed is proper. In the study, we propose to capture the class-superclass affiliation based on prototype-
based representation and optimize it in the training, illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, the centers of classes and superclasses
are represented as prototypes. Then, the category hierarchy is constructed with the similarity between the class center
C 2 RN�d and the superclass center S 2 RK�d. Here, d is the dimension of latent features. Namely, the class-superclass affili-
ation matrix A 2 RN�K is determined by their similarity Sim C; Sð Þ.
Sim C; Sð Þ ¼ h �dist C; Sð Þð Þ ð3Þ

A ¼ d Sim C; Sð Þ > uð Þ ð4Þ

where dist �ð Þ is a distance metric and Euclidean distance is used in this study. The similarity is measured by the negative
value of the metric and further normalized by a softmax function h �ð Þ. When the similarity is larger than the threshold value
u, the element ajk of the affiliation matrix is triggered to 1. Here, d conditionð Þ ¼ 1 if the condition is satisfied, d conditionð Þ ¼ 0
otherwise. The triggered element ajk of the affiliation matrix indicates that the class j is in the class set of superclass k,
namely yj 2 Setk. The threshold value u is the mentioned parametric variable. Since the category hierarchy is defined on a
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Fig. 3. The prototype-based category hierarchy and its updating. Intuitively, we take categories and superclasses as prototypes to describe their
relationships. The center loss is introduced into the root module to constrain data structure and obtain class centers. Then, the superclass prototype is
initialized by investigating the similarity of classes. The category hierarchy is defined on a continuous function with respect to the prototypes, therefore, it is
differentiable and potential for learning to learn in the training.
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continuous function with respect to the prototypes as a differentianle part, it is a promising way for learning to learn in the
training.

Since we adopt the hard assignment to related modules, the category hierarchy could not update in training without the
back-propagation of the task loss. In order to eliminate the non-differentiable part in the model, we conduct Backward Pass
Differentiable Approximation (BPDA) [37] to handle the shattered gradient problem, namely, the hard routing. It applies
some differentiable functions to approximate the non-differentiable ones in the backward pass for smooth and correct gra-
dients. Specifically, the threshold function of superclass probability Ps is approximated as a sigmoid function r �ð Þ with a u
shift in the backforwad. Meanwhile, the hard assignment is replaced by a masking operation in the calculation of back-
propagation gradients.
d ps;i > u
� � � r ps;i � u

� � ð5Þ

y
�
i ¼ 1

jPs;i:>uj
X

k2Ps;i:>u

MI
k MS xið Þ
� �

¼ 1
jPs;i:>uj

X
k

MI
k MS xið Þ
� �

� d ps;ik > u
� � ð6Þ
Here, � is the dot product and the threshold d Ps > uð Þ is acted as a masking matrix. The derivatives of these two approx-
imate functions are easy to derive:
@r ps;i � u
� �
@ps;i

¼ 1

e� ps;i�uð Þ þ 1
1� 1

e� ps;i�uð Þ þ 1

 !
ð7Þ

@y
�
i

@d ps;ik > u
� � ¼ 1

jPs;i: > uj
X
k

MI
k MS xið Þ
� �

ð8Þ
3.3. Modular neural network training

The prototype representation of classes and superclasses is computed in the feature space of the root module. The root
module routes samples to the related branch module(s) and should be trained first. The loss of the root module contains two
parts. First, we employ the cross-entropy loss as the task loss of modules Ltask;k, here k 2 r;1; . . . ;Kf g.
Ltask;k ¼ �
X
i

yi log y
�
i ð9Þ
Apart from that, the center loss [38] is introduced to regularize the data structure of classes, which gathers data to their
corresponding centers. In the center loss, the center matrix C consists of centers responding to each class and is intuitively
regarded as the prototypes. The centers are represented in the feature space of the second to the last layer. Formally, given an

instance xi and label yi, the root module predicts it as y
�
i. The objective of center loss Lcenter is to minimize the distance

between the instance representation xi and its corresponding center cyi . Finally, the root module parameters are optimized
by the task loss and center loss with an imbalance coefficient k.
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Lcenter ¼ 1
2

XN
i

kxi � cyik22 ð10Þ

Lr ¼ Ltask;r þ kLcenter ð11Þ

Class centers are updated with gradients of center loss in step size a. The update equation of class center C could be

derived as follows.
@Lcenter
@xi

¼ xi � cyi ð12Þ

rcj ¼
PN

i¼1d yi ¼ jð Þ � cj � xi
� �

1þPN
i¼1d yi ¼ jð Þ ð13Þ
The center matrix C is randomly initialized and optimized in the training of the root module. Afterward, the superclass
centers S are initialized by the K-Means algorithm upon the class centers.
Algorithm 1 MNN-CH
s://tiny-imagenet.herokuapp.com/
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Input: Dataset D, supposed superclass number K, threshold parameter c

Output: Optimized modular neural network

1: Train the root module and class prototype by Eq. (11)(13);

2: Initialize superclass prototypes;

3: Initialize category hierarchy with Eq. (4);

4: Train branch modules with Eq. (9);

5: repeat

6: Update model parameters with Eq. (14);

7: Update superclass prototypes S by gradients;

8: Update class prototypes C with Eq. (13);

9: Update the affiliation matrix A with Eq. (4);

10: until converge
Under the guidance of the initial category hierarchy, we use the trained root and branch modules to build the modular

neural network. The next training of the whole model should consider multiple factors. The final prediction y
�
i of the whole

model is optimized by a cross-entropy loss as the task loss Ltask. Meanwhile, the root module accuracy and the class proto-
types should be simultaneously considered in the training. The category hierarchy is re-evaluated following the update of
superclass prototypes, which could be performed with aggregated gradients of several batches or one. Finally, we optimize
the whole model and category hierarchy guided with the overall loss Loverall, and the pseudo code of the whole process is
summarized in Algorithm1.
Loverall ¼ Ltask þ Ltask;r þ kLcenter ð14Þ
4. Experiments

We evaluate MNN-CH with image classification on real-world datasets. Meanwhile, we attempt to analyze the discovered
category hierarchy and investigate the decision behaviors of the modular neural network. All the experiments ran on an RTX
2080Ti card and were implemented by Pytorch 1.5.0 under Ubuntu 18.04.

4.1. Datasets

For image classification tasks, six datasets are adopted for assessment, including MNIST [39], CIFAR-10 [40], CIFAR-100
[40], Caltech-101 [41], Caltech-256 [42] and Tiny ImageNet.1 MNIST is the early image classification dataset, consisting of
60,000 training grey images of handwritten digits with image size 28� 28. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 both include 32� 32 color
images and have 10 and 100 classes, respectively. These CIFAR datasets have 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images.
Two Caltech datasets contain images sampled from the real world, which are of unfixed sizes and unbalanced class samples.
Limited by computing resources, we scale the images to 64� 64 to ensure a reasonable batch size. Caltech-101 consists of
101 classes and 8,677 images, while Caltech-256 consists of 256 classes and 30,609 images. Meanwhile, Tiny ImageNet is a
sub-set of ImageNet [43] and is officially downsampled to 64� 64. It involves images with 200 classes, and each class is pro-

https://tiny-imagenet.herokuapp.com/
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vided with 500 training images and 50 test images. For all datasets, 20% training data are divided as validation data. Data are
augmented by random cropping and flipping, and normalized.

4.2. Baseline methods

Our method constructs an effective modular neural network via exploring category hierarchy and perform image classi-
fication based on module cooperation. We take a vanilla CNN as the baseline method and choose related state-of-the-art
methods for comparison.

	 VGG16 [44]: The backbone of the vanilla convolutional neural network, i.e, VGG-16 with batch normalization layers. The
classifier part is a full connection layer.

	 ED [11]: This method grows branch modules with spectral clustering, and the determination of whether to apply the cur-
rent structure is driven by the validation error.

	 Tree-CNN [13]: The algorithm constructs category hierarchy upon the confusion probability of new classes with respect
to existing super-classes.

	 HCVI [36]: The paper proposes a hierarchical cluster validity index to improve the visual category tree learning. The net-
work architecture adopts the shared low-level part.

	 VT-CNN [35]: The approach introduces the confusion graph to capture the relationship between classes and then, builds
the category hierarchy via the community hierarchical detection algorithm.

	 SEF [30]: The method proposes to group semantic modules by reorganizing the last layer channels. The semantic groups
are further enhanced to be activated on object parts with strong discriminability.

	 HD-CNN [12]: An algorithm that adopts spectral clustering to discover category hierarchy, shares the low-level module,
and uses overlapping super-class categories.

	 Ensemble: An bagging ensemble of the same branch models as ours to show the effect of increasing model capacity on
classification.

4.3. Parameter setting

The backbone of all methods employed the architecture of VGG-16. The shared parts of MNN-CH and HD-CNN occupied
the first two convolutional blocks, while the other belonged to the independent part. The number of superclasses K was
heuristically set as the square root of class numbers, and the parameter c of threshold was tuned as 4 in all experiments.
In the training of modules, the batch size was 128, and the weight k of center loss was 5e� 3. Meanwhile, the optimizer
SGD with an init learning rate of 0.1 was adopted. It was accompanied by a 0:2� learning rate decay at {60, 120, 160} during
200 epochs. The step size a of center loss followed the original paper, i.e. 0.5. The optimizer for the category hierarchy
adopted Adam, and the learning rate was set as 1e� 3. The update of the category hierarchy was suspended in the first
10 epochs for warm-up.

Hyper-parameters of baseline methods have been optimally tuned. Specifically, the parametric value c of the category
threshold in HD-CNN was 5. Meanwhile, the number K of HD-CNN kept the same as our method. Since the original work
is based on the pre-trained network, all hyper-parameters of SEF were tuned to adapt training from scratch. The numbers
of parts in the SEF algorithm were 2 for MNIST and CIFAR-10, 3 for CIFAR-100 and Caltech-101, 4 for Tiny ImageNet, and
5 for Caltech-256. Meanwhile, the balance weights of group loss, entropy loss, and knowledge distillation loss were set as
0.01, 0.05, and 0.01, respectively. For Error-Driven and Tree-CNN methods, they incrementally build category hierarchy,
and we took 10-stage training to finish it. Therefore, the numbers of superclasses K for the two methods were adaptive.
The split threshold of Tree-CNN was tuned as 0.55 for all datasets. Error-Driven split 2 leaves for each leaf node in each stage,
as stated in the original work.

4.4. Results

The classification results are listed in Table 1. It could be observed that the proposed method MNN-CH achieves the best
results in most datasets. It outperforms related methods and improves the classification accuracy of the ensemble networks
by 1% to 4% in complex tasks. It worths noting that the benefits of our method are more pronounced with larger datasets,
namely more complex tasks. It indicates that the strategy of MNN-CH is an effective way to handle complex tasks by proper
decomposition. Meanwhile, the comparison methods, Error-Driven and Tree-CNN, are constructed with a disjoint category
hierarchy, showing an inferior classification performance. This might be because, in such a case, although the branch module
performs well, the experience risk is transferred to the root module. The situation also appears in the results of HCVI and VT-
CNN algorithms, which leads to no gain in classification performance. Considering the distinguishability of semantic groups
simultaneously, the method SEF achieves a performance advantage of about 1% in complex datasets. Furthermore, we show
the advantages of the proposed model by visualizing the loss landscape [45] of models. In Fig. 4, MNN-CH presents a lower
loss value in the distance and faster loss change around the optimal in complex tasks. This means that the proposed model
has a better lower bound, and it is easier to converge to the optimal point.
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Table 1
The classification accuracy of different algorithms on real-world datasets.

Methods MNIST CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 Caltech-101 Tiny ImageNet Caltech-256

N/ K 10/ 3 10/ 3 100/ 10 101/ 10 200/ 14 256/ 16

VGG16 99.40% 93.37% 72.01% 70.23% 54.83% 56.80%
ED 99.46% 92.78% 70.62% 71.92% 58.55% 56.85%
Tree-CNN 99.36% 92.86% 68.47% 70.94% 48.27% 50.43%
HCVI
 - - 71.72% - - -
VT-CNN
 - 89.51% 72.04% - - -
SEF 99.42% 92.94% 72.13% 73.34% 55.93% 57.07%

Ensemble 99.44% 93.75% 76.27% 74.79% 63.02% 61.92%

HD-CNN 99.31% 93.02% 75.71% 76.56% 64.44% 65.19%
MNN-CH 99.38% 93.53% 77.74% 78.97% 64.96% 66.31%


 The results are the reported ones in original papars.

Fig. 4. The 1D loss landscape of the vanilla CNN and the proposed MNN-CH. The X axis indicates the random exploration of the parameter set, while the Y
axis shows the training loss function value. The zero point represents the original parameter set. Therefore, the farther away from the zero point, the greater
the change of the parameter set.
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4.5. Ablation study

Since MNN-CH is a complex algorithm, we conduct an ablation study on CIFAR-100 to determine how much impact each
component has on the results. Table 2 summarizes the results of MNN-CH with different components. In the table, although
the accuracy of the vanilla convolutional neural network with center loss increased by 1%, MNN-CH without center loss
seems to be unaffected. Specifically, if we adopt the same category hierarchy as the initial one in the MNN-CH and no center
loss in the training, the performance gives only a slight decline. There is an accuracy gap from a single network to a multiple
network ensemble, showing the great effect of model capacity. Beyond, the performance gain of about 0.8% compared to the
ensemble method comes from the discovered category hierarchy with prototype-based representation. Meanwhile, the fur-
ther optimization of category hierarchy brings about 0.7% boosting.
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Table 2
An ablation study on CIFAR-100.

Method Accuracy

Vanilla CNN 72.32%
+ center loss 73.18%
Ensemble 76.44%
MNN-CH 77.98%
� CH fine-tuning 77.27%
� center loss 77.19%
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4.6. Sensitivity analysis

We perform a parameter sensitivity analysis of MNN-CH on CIFAR-100. There are three key parameters in our model: the
number of superclasses K, the parameter of threshold c, and the balance factor k. To analyse their effect on MNN-CH, we var-
ied K; c and k among f5, 10, 15, 20g; f1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6g and f1e-4, 5e-4, 1e-3, 5e-3, 1e-2, 5e-2, 1e-1g, respectively. We altered
one of them while the others were fixed to the default value. The influence of K; c, and k on MNN-CH is presented in Fig. 5.
The proposed method is robust to all c;K , and k. Although the classification accuracy is unsatisfactory with a small threshold
parameter (i.e., 1), it is relatively stable after that point in a large range. The performance of MNN-CH increases following the
number of superclasses, but the overall change is not significant. In order to balance the model performance and computa-
tion efficiency, we choose the square root of the class number as the number of superclasses, namely, 10 on CIFAR-100.
Moreover, the classification accuracy slightly flutters with the change of balance factor k.

4.7. Complexity analysis

Our approach introduces network-based function modules to build a tree structure. It leads to good interpretability and a
linear increase of computational complexity upon module numbers. Specifically, we copied and extended the backbone net-
work to several branch modules. Although the hard assignment to exact modules was adopted, CUDA does not offer supports
to this situation. In the implementation, we used the masking operation to calculate the results. It means all paths of mod-
ules have to be traversed, and the hard assignment has no benefit on computational complexity. To reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the multi-level modular neural network, we took a part of the branch module as the shared part in
modules of the same level. In the study, we built a two-level modular neural network with VGG16 as the backbone network.
In the hierarchical segmentation, the first two of the five blocks in VGG16 were divided into shared modules. Namely, 30.85%
Flops and 30.79% MAdd of the backbone network were reused in module computation. It makes the computational complex-
ity of the proposed model increase linearly at a lower rate than directly K sub-networks. For instance, the ensemble of ten
VGG16 networks in CIFAR-100 occupies 3.14GFlops and 6.28GMAdd, compared to 2.49GFlops and 4.97GMAdd of the pro-
posed model.

4.8. Interpretation analysis

The decomposition strategy of the modular neural network upon category hierarchy leads to good interpretability in the
tree manner. In this section, a simple analysis is performed about the discovered category hierarchy on CIFAR-100. The affil-
iation sets of superclasses are illustrated to investigate aggregated patterns from related classes. Meanwhile, we take some
examples to demonstrate the explanation of the modular neural network and patterns which each module concerns.
Fig. 5. The sensitivity analysis of model hyper-parameters on the CIFAR-100 data. The hyper-parameters includes the superclass number K and the
threshold c.
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First, we assign each class only to the most related superclass, namely superclasses with the maximum probability, and
summarize keywords to intuitively show their semantics, listed in Table 3. As shown, the semantic of each superclass seems
to be clear. Specifically, the first superclass focuses on people and mammals. Although the second one could be activated by
various classes, all these classes contain a blue background. The third superclass takes attention to mammals. Vehicles could
be captured by the fourth superclass. The fifth superclass is of interest in sceneries. Insects and reptiles are the goals of the
sixth. Household electrical devices and furniture could be processed by the seventh. Trees, fruits as well as vegetables, and
colorful flowers belong to the last three superclasses, respectively. Based on the semantics of each branch module, the pre-
diction of an instance can be understood by tracing the activated module(s).

To intuitively demonstrate these patterns in modules, we use Grad-CAM [19] to visualize the activation of modules, illus-
trated in Fig. 6. Images with the same class and pose are sampled, and we employ the classes with different complexity, i.e.,
different numbers of dependent superclasses. As shown, the activation regions of the vanilla convolutional neural network
are scattered on diverse parts of images, making it meaningless. In contrast, the ones of modules tend to focus on specific
parts. Specifically, the maple tree is jointly represented by the superclasses related to trees and flowers. The tree-related
superclass pays attention to the tree structure, and the flower-related superclass is attractive to colorful canopies, as well
as the tulip stamen. Moreover, sharks could be decoupled into three superclasses, which are inferred to represent blue back-
ground, sceneries, and insects & reptiles. The first two superclasses are reasonable and concentrate on the shark body and
background, respectively. Meanwhile, activation areas of the superclass aggregated from insects and reptiles surround the
Table 3
The semantics of superclasses. The classes are assigned to the most related superclass, and keywords of each superclass are summarized to demonstrate their
semantics.

ID Semantics Affiliated classes

1 People & mammals baby, boy, girl, hamster, man, mouse, rabbit, woman
2 Blue background cloud, crocodile, dolphin, flatfish, ray, rocket, sea, seal, shark, skyscraper, trout, turtle, whale
3 Mammals bear, beaver, camel, cattle, chimpanzee, dinosaur, elephant, fox, kangaroo, leopard, lion, otter,

porcupine, possum, raccoon, shrew, skunk, squirrel, tiger, wolf
4 Vehicles bus, lawn mower, motorcycle, pickup truck, tank, tractor
5 Sceneries bicycle, bridge, castle, forest, house, keyboard, mountain, mushroom, plain, road, streetcar, train
6 Insects & reptiles bee, beetle, butterfly, caterpillar, cockroach, crab, lizard, lobster, snail, snake, spider, worm
7 Household bed, bowl, can, chair, couch, cup, lamp, plate, table, television, wardrobe
8 Trees maple tree, oak tree, palm tree, pine tree, willow tree
9 Fruits & Circles apple, bottle, clock, orange, pear, sweet pepper, telephone
10 Flowers & Colors aquarium fish, orchid, poppy, rose, sunflower, tulip

Fig. 6. The visualization of module activation via Grad-CAM. We employ images with the same class and classes in different complexity (i.e., different
numbers of dependent superclasses) to investigate patterns of modules. The activation area is shown by the heatmap of HSV style on raw images.
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shark body and boy’s face. It seems hard to interpret with existing evidence, however, this module is also activated by the
tulip. Insects and reptiles often attach themselves to subject surfaces such as tulip petals. Apart from that, the superclasses of
people and mammals show attention to the face of boys and babies. Interestingly, the area near the eyes of boys, as well as
baby’s, and the wheels of vehicles precisely activate the module about households. It deserves further exploration, and one
hypothesis is that the relevant pattern is the circular shape or light shadow. The vehicle superclass aims at the corresponding
principle part. And the module assigned with fruit & circle samples shows a relationship with flowers in a scattered manner
and the baby’s face in reverse. The superclass based on specific categories pays attention to specific patterns in the decision-
making. This shows that knowledge has been effectively decomposed by the modular neural network. Moreover, the
decision-making of the modular neural network can be interpreted as a combination of module-related patterns, towards
an interpretable model.
5. Conclusion

In this study, we propose a novel modular neural network construction method by exploring category hierarchy with
error-driven prototype learning. Since the category hierarchy is automatically refined during the training process, MNN-
CH is capable of decomposing a complex classification task into several sub-tasks properly. Simple sub-patterns lead to
well-performing local modules in the sub-tasks which then cooperate for the global task. The modular neural network is
beneficial from pattern decomposition and shows superior performance in image classification, especially in complex tasks.
Moreover, inherited by the concept of modular, MNN-CH supports interpretation in a tree manner.
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